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Natick Town Seal
Fall 2020 Town Meeting
Article 16
Review and Revise Town Seal
Natick Finance Committee
September 8, 2020
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The Natick Town Seal represents us as a community. We can do much better than the seal we use today. A
new town seal should present a deeper understanding of the town’s history, and better reflect our values.
The current town seal is the third in our history. It was adopted by Town Meeting in 1980. The image was
based off of a seal created for the celebration of the town’s 300th anniversary in 1951. It was not originally
created to be a town seal. There are numerous versions of this image in use today around town.
The image is historically inaccurate, continually reinforces an incomplete retelling of Natick’s early
history, and perpetuates disrespectful stereotypes. It enshrines John Eliot’s role in Natick’s founding in
1651, but does not speak to the role Native people had in collaborating with Eliot and in founding Natick.
As a snapshot of 1651 the seal also excludes other elements of the town’s rich history. As an official image
that appears on town vehicles, town products, and communications, we can and we should do better.
As we have done before, the town should again change the seal. Let’s do so in a way that is well informed
about, and respectful of history, that encourages civic participation, and that upholds high design
standards.
This is a Town Meeting warrant article because Massachusetts law gives Town Meeting the sole authority
to choose a new town seal. This article seeks to create a committee dedicated to the task of bringing a
report and recommendation to a future Town Meeting. While there are many issues in town that deserve
attention, this can and should be done in a way that is thoughtful, and does not distract from urgent
priorities.
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§ History of the Town Seal
§ Why Change It?
§ Suggested Process
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Massachusetts General Laws Require It:

Why do we
have a town
seal?

§ “Each town shall have a seal, established at a town
meeting, to be kept by the town clerk. Papers or
documents issued from any office or board of the town
may be attested therewith…” (MGL C.40 § 47)
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This is the Natick Brand. The Native Americans living
in Natick requested it from the General Court to keep
track of their cattle (generally swine). Disputes about
cattle ownership and grazing rights were frequent.

The Natick
Brand
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“Postage
Cancellation
Style” seal

This seal has been in use since at least 1876
and shows the date of Natick’s official
incorporation into the Commonwealth. It
remained the official Town Seal until 1980.
That’s 104 years!
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Created in 1951 for the celebration of the town’s 300th
anniversary of its founding, the seal depicts John Eliot
preaching to a group of Native Americans in
reference to Natick’s official founding as a Praying
Indian town in 1651.

Tercentenary
Seal

The text Up-Biblum God is part of the title of the
Bible as it was translated by John Eliot and Native
American collaborators into the native Algonquian
languages.
The seal appears on the program for the tercentenary,
and, starting in 1982, on the town report.
The imagery was updated in the 1990’s to be more
historically accurate. The dwelling was changed from
a teepee (used by the Native Americans of the Plains)
to a wetu or wigwam.
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§ Article 13 of Town Meeting (1980)
§ “To see if the town will vote to adopt a new corporate seal to
replace the official seal of the Town in existence at this time. The
new seal to be effective as of January 1, 1981…”

§ “The seal to be logo in form and to be approximately one and

Adopted as the
official seal in
1980

three-quarters (1 ¾) inches in height and approximately one (1)
inch in width. Said seal is to be in the same format and design as
was the seal designed by Mr. George T. Hutchings for the Town’s
Tercentenary celebration which was held in 1951. On top of the
seal ‘in banner effect’ the name of the Town shall appear and on
the bottom, with the same ‘banner effect’ shall appear the State’s
name. Above the name of the Town a figure of a tree shall appear.
Along both sides, above the name ’Massachusetts’ and below
under the name of the Town the Town seal shall contain filigree.
Under the filigree on top of the following shall appear “UP BIBLUM
GOD”. (Indian translation for ‘Book of God’). Under the above
words and between the filigree on both sides and above the
filigree on the bottom a circle shall appear. The center etching of
the circle shall be of Indian character showing an Indian village. In
the village there shall be a figure of a man preaching to the
Indians. This shall represent Natick’s founder, John Eliot, the Indian
Apostle. Uniting the upper banner with the lower banner along
both sides shall be hunting an fishing spears. On the top of the
circle the following shall appear ‘Founded in 1651’ and at the
bottom ‘ Incorporated 1781’.”
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§ There are many versions of this seal that appear in
different places in Natick. Almost none of the images
are of the official seal.

Images
Currently in Use
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§ Town Charter § 3.5 (b), Town

Seal Held by the
Town Clerk

Clerk Powers and Duties: “The
town clerk shall be the keeper of
vital statistics for the town, the
custodian of the town seal, shall
administer the oath of office to
any person, elected or
appointed…”
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§ Natick had been inhabited for thousands of years by Indigenous peoples
of the Nipmuc, Wampanoag and Massachusett tribes. Within their
territories they lived a “mobile way of life geared toward reaping the
seasonally available resources that fundamentally shaped the
relationship of Indians to the land…”(O’Brien, 17)

§ John Eliot came to Boston from England in 1631, learned the Native
language thanks largely to Cockenoe and Job Nesutan, and was
preaching to Indigenous people by 1646.

A bit of history…

§ His work was funded by a missionary society in England (Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel in New England), and the work was in line
with the charter of Massachusetts.
§ “maie wynn and incite the Natives of Country, to the Knowledg and
Obedience of the onlie true God and Savior of Mankinde, and the Christian
Fayth, which is our Royall Intention, and…is the principall Ende of this
Plantation.”

§ Eliot received a land grant from the General court in 1651 for the land
that would come to be called Natick.
§ Several prominent Natick families including the Speens and Peagans were
already living in Natick when Eliot arrived. Land granted from the Speen
family made up a large part of what would come to be Natick.
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§ Eliot worked with Waban, Cutshamekin and others to bring a group of people who
had been gathered in what is now Newton to Natick in 1650. These people had
longstanding ties to this land already, as they were members of the tribes and clans
that had inhabited the area for thousands of years.

§ John Eliot never lived in Natick, but rode out from Roxbury to minister to the towns
he had helped to establish.

§ What is sometimes called the Eliot Bible was first printed in 1661. It was not

A bit of history…

translated by Eliot alone. Job Nesutan, John Sassamon, and James Printer were
essential co-translators, and it was printed in Cambridge. It was a historic
undertaking, and the first bible printed in what would become America, but is not
specifically tied to Natick.

§ In October 1675, during King Phillips War, even though the people of Natick
professed their loyalty to the English, and went to great lengths to prove it, they
were rounded up and exiled on Deer Island in Boston Harbor. People from other
Praying Towns were also sent there. Many, many people died of exposure, hunger
and disease. When they were allowed to return in the Spring of 1676, what had
been 14 Praying towns were consolidated into 4, one of them being Natick.

§ Eliot died in 1690.
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§ While the seal does depict history, it does so from the point of view of white settler
colonists, in particular Puritan missionaries.

§ This repeated use of this imagery normalizes a 1950’s view of a 17th century
understanding of the relationship between the Puritans and the Indigenous people
they encountered.

§ The image does not accurately depict Natick’s first inhabitants.
§ Because English style dress and overall “anglicizing” was a requirement for eventually
joining the church, the Native people Eliot was establishing Natick with were unlikely to
have much resemblance to the stereotypical image presented on the seal.

Issues with the
current seal

§ Women are completely absent from the image, and from the Eliot founding story as it is
usually told. Their exclusion is an example of the way that Puritan English societal norms
were projected on a very different society in which women had different and more
prominent roles.

§ The image also presents Eliot as the main focus, and does not portray any agency on
the part of the people with whom he founded Natick. Natick was not founded by Eliot
alone, but rather was negotiated in concert with Indigenous leaders, particularly
Waban, Cutshamekin, and others whose people had always inhabited the land here.
§ While we cannot know what was in the minds of the Indigenous people who joined with Eliot
and formed Natick, historical accounts leave us to believe that Natick was a negotiated
place. Settling in English style settlements was one option for people who had faced
decades of catastrophic epidemic disease, warfare, and land loss. Settling in these English
style places, with all the sacrifice it entailed, was an option that would hopefully allow
people to preserve some culture, protect their families, and remain on ancestral lands.
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§ The image itself is generic, and could apply to any of the Praying
Towns Eliot was involved with.

Issues with the
current seal

§ The imagery perpetuates the notion of Native Americans as
belonging only in our history, rather than of a living, evolving
culture.

§ The image depicts a religious scene and celebrates the
translation of the Bible. How relevant is that to our diverse town?
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§ The Natick Bulletin has run or suggested contests to
redesign the postage cancellation seal in:
§ 1901

Past attempts to
change the seal

§ 1976

§ When Town Meeting officially changed the seal in 1980,
there was at least one official statement opposed to
adopting the 1951 seal by Shirley M. Brown. She
illustrated a more balanced account of John Eliot’s
actions and place in history.
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Other Towns and
the State are
reconsidering our
Seals and Flags
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§ Natick has a rich and complex history that should be better
understood by all generations.

§ Natick’s early history is covered in the third grade curriculum.
Content is taught in the classroom, and a field trip caps off the unit.
The students visit the Natick History Museum, the South Natick
Burying Ground, and the banks of the Charles River.

Is changing the
seal erasing
history?

§ The Natick Historical Society is working on ways to further engage
with Natick teachers in other grades.

§ The basic outline of the founding of Natick by Eliot is generally
well known. Other aspects of Natick’s history are not, including the
complexity of Natick’s founding story, what happened to the
inhabitants of Eliot’s praying village during King Phillip’s War, and
the ongoing history of Native Americans in Natick.

§ Asking the town to reconsider the current seal is not asking to
ignore or replace our history as a Praying Town. This effort is to
encourage discussion in an inclusive process, part of which is a
closer examination of our history.
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§ Natick has the capacity to consider our Town Seal and

Is changing the
seal a priority
today?

bring a recommendation to Town Meeting while we also
grapple with challenges stemming from the COVID-19
pandemic.

§ In recent years, the Town has appropriated significant
funding to restore historic records and to plan for
Natick’s future, while we are also working to ensure that
we are a diverse and welcoming community.

§ An implementation strategy, including costs, should be
addressed as part of this process.
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At a time when the country is grappling
with its founding narrative, and with the
unequal lived experiences of Black ,
Indigenous, and other people of color,
we cannot ignore Natick’s own history
and the imagery we use to represent
our community.
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§ Member of the Natick Nipmuc
§ Member of the Massachusett Tribe
§ Chief Caring Hands, Natick Praying Indians

Ongoing
Conversations

§ Natick Historical Society
§ Natick Historical Commission
§ Natick Rotary Club
§ Members of the Natick Community
§ Town Moderator
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§ Fall Town Meeting Article: To see what action the Town will
take to review and revise the Town Seal, including the
preparation of a report and recommendation for a future
Town Meeting, or otherwise act thereon.

§ Proposed Motion: To establish a Town Seal Review

Next Steps

Committee of up to seven individuals appointed by the
Moderator, said committee to include persons suited to the
charge of the committee by their interest and familiarity
with history, design, and civic participation, and whose
charge shall be to review the history of Town Seals in
Natick; to propose a new Town Seal after a public process
that shall include consultation with a diverse group of
stakeholders including members of Indigenous
communities; to hold at least one public forum; and to
provide a report and recommendation to a future Town
Meeting that shall consider implementation of a new seal.
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Public process
- Public outreach
- Meetings with stakeholders
- Warrant article submission
- Warrant article hearings
- Town Meeting
- Town Seal Review Committee
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Opportunities to participate
- Sign Citizen’s Petition
- Attend or host Community Meetings
- Public hearings
- Participate in Town Meeting
- Town Seal Review Committee
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Comments and questions
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